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KORTE MEDEDELINGEN

R. H. BARNES

KARO BATAK TERMINOLOGY

In a recent essay on Karo Batak social organization with especial
reference to Masri Singarimbun's very readable and accomplished
ethnography (1975), Needham (1978: 146) has had occasion to refer
to some of my own comments about the form of their terminological
system. In particular he has drawn into contention my claim that the
Karo Batak have a symmetric prescriptive terminology with asym-
metric features (1976: 389). He opposes (p. 142) to this interpretation
his own to the effect that the Karo actually have "a modified form
of asymmetric prescriptive terminology". Furthermore, he dismisses
(p. 143) the possibility that the Karo system may once have been
symmetric before evolving towards asymmetry — in this case alluding
to one of his own theories (1967: 45-46).

The first issue is whether the Karo have a marriage prescription.
The ethnographer denies it, "the Karo do not prescribe or enjoin MBD
or classificatory impal marriage" (p. 193). "Choice of a spouse among
the Karo is not restricted to any one category of kinswoman or kins-
man" (p. 153). In my own view, the ethnography will bear the inter-
pretation that the terminology contains a categorical prescription, but
the facts as set out do not conclusively rule out alternative ways of
analyzing Karo terminology.

On the other hand, there seems to be no doubt about what I called
the asymmetric features of the terminology. Needham has written a
carefully detailed demonstration of my point. In the first instance our
disagreement is a trivial one about English usage. The English phrase
"symmetric prescriptive terminology" without supplementary punc-
tuation can mean one of two things: (1) "a prescriptive terminology
which is symmetric" or (2) "a terminology with a symmetric prescrip-
tion". Needham (1966, 1968) has already shown that diese two senses
need not be the same.

I might have expressed myself to the same original effect by writing
that the Karo have a largely asymmetric terminology with a symmetric
prescription. Impal is the category which expresses the potential mar-
riage relation between Karo youth, and Singarimbun explicitly reports
a bilateral application for impal (pp. 150, 203). Needham acknowledges
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(p. 142) that this is the "one clear symmetric feature". He bases his
argument that the prescription is asymmetric on the "preponderance
of asymmetric features" and on the specifications of turang impal
(FZD, etc.). He seems to regard impal in Karo idiom as being set
apart or opposed to turang impal. In fact those persons who are turang
impal are also impal. I think it closer to Singarimbun's ethnography
to interpret turang impal as a specification within the broader category.
This specification adjusts a symmetric category to the asymmetric
regulations and world view of Karo culture and society.

Of course a given set of facts can be characterized in more than
one way (cf. Needham 1968: 332-333). The preponderantly asymmetric
Jinghpaw terminology has one important symmetric feature, the self-
reciprocal term hkau (MBS, FZS) (Leach 1961: 41). It is conceivable
that there might be some purpose for which it would be useful to
emphasize this symmetry. But for most purposes an asymmetric repre-
sentation would be required. There is no doubt that the Jinghpaw
prescribed category is itself asymmetric.

One uncertainty remains though about the Karo category impal.
Needham notes (p. 140) that the specifications MMBSS and FFZDC
fall into the line of reference in a symmetric model. It would be useful
if these specifications could be checked again. They are remote. In any
case they are not quite so central as the Purum assimilation of MBD
to Z, B, FBS, MZG in the prescribed category nau (Needham 1962:
77). When Needham says (p. 143) that the symmetry of impal may be
the result of the partial abandonment in this genealogical level of
the principle of asymmetry which characterizes other parts of the
terminology, he is in effect, in this "alternative interpretation", pro-
posing that the terminology is ceasing, or has ceased, to be a prescriptive
one at all. This could be right of course. Singarimbun's position would
then be confirmed.

It is very likely that there is more to be learned about Karo
terminology. Perhaps it is too early to decide with confidence among
the alternatives just reviewed.

When I said, "some obscurities concerning relatives who are permitted
or prohibited to marry might be illuminated by reference to symmetric
features in this terminology" (1975), I had the following considerations
in mind. It is forbidden to contract a marriage between two families
which would be contrary to established anakberu—kalimbubu relations
between them, whereby those who have given women are kalimbubu
and those who have taken them are anakberu. This prohibition is also
extended to the agnatic kin on either side. The object of this injunction
is to avoid making persons simultaneously anakberu and kalimbubu
of one another. But not all such ties are of equal significance and not
all marriages to female anakberu and male kalimbubu would be equally
disruptive. There is no flat prohibition therefore on such marriages,
but only on those where the ties are close enough to cause the greatest
inconvenience (Singarimbun 1975: 150). If one bears in mind that
persons of Ego's level who are female anakberu or male kalembubu
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are in each case also impal, then one can see that selection of spouses
who are more distant relatives of these kinds does not, at least, violate
any categorical injunction.

University of Oxford
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JULIANTI L. PARANI

ARCHIEFBRONNEN MET BETREKKING TOT DE CULTURES
OP JAVA GEDURENDE HET NEDERLANDSE BEWIND

C. Fasseur's recente artikel 'Organisatie en sociaal-economische be-
tekenis van de gouvernementssuikerkultuur in enkele residences op Java
omstreeks 1850' in Bijdragen 133: 261-293 gaf mij net idee onderstaande
korte mededeling te schrijven als supplementaire informatie over archief-
bronnen bij het Arsip Nasional te Jakarta, die kan bijdragen tot een
verdere studie van dit onderwerp.

De taak van het Nederlands-Indische Gouvernement met betrekking
tot de cultures op Java werd zeer belangrijk vooral na de invoering
van het zgn. Cultuurstelsel, waartoe in 1832 (Indisch Staatsblad no. 15)
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